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to children







S IMULACRUM
 
When I speak of time, it already is no more
-Jean Baudrillard
 
An afterlife made up of memories
tremors of fortification
the upturned eye of the transcendental
dichotomous nature of existence imploding with 
cool
paracosm of next memory
courting influxes
birdflower of my becoming
foraging a moment and
summoning the black flame
resin of the piledriver logos

rus khomutoff



 

Ravelin beginning
titania of vertical life
the day we began a

divergence from the course
quiver the clog

bottomless helix blitz
the distance of golden exalt
from shadows to spotlight

conditioned zero

POPULARITY KILLED THE NIGHT



OVERSHADOW

Truth is a myth of thought 
-Robert Gal

Exorcise the neoslave mediatrix of dead time
church of clarity cold breath
serendipity ward/ moebius mind
athwart blade
black tourmaline of borrowed solace
this memorandum of understanding overshadow
on view at the museum of lost time

rus khomutoff
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god guides 
whoever she will 
and leaves whoever 
she will 
to stray

aliye abboud



praise be to no one
withhold

release
many messengers 

before you were 
also called 

liars



HOW SUBVERT PROPHECY YES! OH YES! OH YES 
GOD!

OH YES

LANGUAGE YES

HOW LANGUAGE AROUND ME

YES

james krendel-clark



HOW SUBVERT PROPHECY YES! OH YES! OH YES 
GOD!

OH YES

LANGUAGE YES

HOW LANGUAGE AROUND ME

YES

CRACKED SKIN THROUGH TO THE OUTSIDE
CRACKED SKIN LIBRARY JUSTICE TO THE OUTSIDE 

JUSTICE OUTSIDE
SKIN BODY YES CRACKED YES! BEAUTIFUL! MUSIC!

YES THE NECK AROUND PROPHECY LIPS
YES PROPHECY NECK AND LIPS PROPHECY LOVE AND FUCK

YES PROPHECY ALONE YES PROPHECY GUARDIAN ALONE
IN THE WILDERNESS THE HERMIT

ZARATHUSTRA HERMIT IN THE WILD
IN THE WILD

YES CRACKED THE CIGARETTE BUSHES IN THE BIRD 
THE SKY GOD

AND YES IN THE SKY ON THE SUBWAY GOD THE SKY 
ZARATHUSTRA IN THE WILD

YES IN THE SOCIETY WILD AND LIKE ZARATHUSTRA 
INTO THE WOOD

CRACK INO THE WOOD CRACK BRAIN OUTSIDE
CRACK SPINE ZARATHUSTRA BRAIN LANGUAGE THIS MADNESS 

SEAGULL IN THE CROW THE BIRD WILD IN THE SKY IN THE SEA
EYE SKY SEA EARTH DEATH

GOD SKY EYE SEA DEATH EYE GOD ZARATHUSTRA IN THE WOOD
KING OF THE WOOD GOD IN THE ZARATHUSTRA MOUTH 

IN THE WORD
PROPHECY PROPHECY PROPHECY PROPHECY PROPHECY

LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE SECRET LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE

SO MUCH LOVE
SO MUCH LOVE

THAT I WANT DEATH
THAT I YEARN FOR DEATH
THAT’S HOW MUCH LOVE

I HAVE
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Graveyard Dust Ballad

So many ads ride on the blast wave 
Of bone splinters and rotten crayon lines

Like the broken clippers of a flaming shade

It’s raining boxes and manacles 
in stumbling bug circuits

In blue goat floods of microscopic fingernail dust
Under your tangerine skin bedframe

Where the vines and spider plants play
In your mouth full of steam where

The river of the blood of the world runs through
 A clash of dead names 
In fossilized graveyards 
Beneath that skin rash

Craig Wilson
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….as the Hindu legend goes, Yama was the first human to die. 
After being directed to meditate for 50 years in order to awak-
en to his enlightened nature, the ascetic found a remote cave in 
Tibet and began his practice. 49 years and 11 months and 29 
days later, a group of cattle thieves entered the cave and began 
to butcher the water buffalo they had stolen. Noticing the yogi 
in the cave, they beheaded him as well lest he be able to identi-
fy the men to the authorities. Frustrated and enraged at dying 
so close to the completion of his objective, his corpse rose and 
attached the water buffalo’s head to his body and killed the 
men and drank their blood, becoming the Judge of the Nine 
Hells, Yama Lord of Death. Yama, unsatisfied by such mo-
mentary retribution as is possible in a world before death and 
the Buddha’s teachings of Nirvana and disembarking from the 
wheel of rebirth had disseminated, went on a murderous ram-
page in the surrounding country, killing indiscriminately and 
threatening all of Tibet. In desperation, followers of the Bud-
dha-dharma appealed to the Great Bodhisattva, Manjushri, 
for help. Approaching the abode of Yama at the mouth of hell, 
Manjushri confronted the buffalo-headed god who called out 
to Manjushri a challenge: “What sorcery could this frail being 
possibly bring to bear against the Lord of the Underworld?” 
In reply, Manjushri disappeared. Believing the scene to be at a 
close, Yama retired to his throne. As Yama sat, the skies dark-
ened. Manjushri, combatting Death with its mirror image 
multiplied, had assumed a colossal buffalo-headed form with 
48 arms, 16 legs, 13 faces, body blazing with the Wisdom Fire. 
This entity fell from the sky, flattening a different building of 
Yama’s palace with each of its 16 feet, and crushing Yama on 
his throne under its erect penis, throne submerged in funeral 

birth. The Vajrabhairava, Ultimate Adamantine Terrifier. 
Yamantaka, Destroyer of Death. 



O Manjushri! Your being is non-dual, exclusive 
and all-pervading.

By acting equally toward all, you are 
the Father of all Conquerors; 

as the Dharmadhatu you are the Mother of all Conquerors; 
as a Wisdom Being, you are the Child of all Conquerors.

I prostrate myself to you, O Manjushri, who is 
complete in glory. 

Although in Dharmakaya neither love nor hate is found, 
through the enactment of your compassion the presence 

of a King of Fury is revealed to subdue all 
evils in the triple world. 

I prostrate myself to Bhairava Yamantaka, the 
Terrifying Opponent of the Lord of Death. 



kelsey baker
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